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 RNB 2. This sequel takes the progress we made in the first version of OvO and builds upon that foundation. We have a tighter
tighter design with up to the second quality and also made the process of creating your own engine even more user friendly. By
the way the same is available as an iPhone App. You can now hear OvO .RNB 3 in the touch free world. Choose your favorite
device or press play in the latest YouTube playlist. ‘Sneaky Symphony‘ Feat. Rob Linch… Kari Pekka Is a highly sought after

masterful producer. He uses state of the art studio gear like RME, TC Electronic and IK Multimedia, as well as hardware
synthesizers like the TB300 and JV500, to create his powerful and mesmerising tracks. Having released his first official album,

he has gained a massive fan following for his versatile genre-crossing style and unique sound. Now, he has returned with his
much-anticipated second album ‘Melodrama’, and it is a far cry from the first one. This ‘unplugged’ album is a progression of

what made his previous album such a success – and something we haven’t seen before. It is a glimpse into his soul, with his love
and longing for everything musical. As soon as you open the album, you are instantly plunged into another world. You’re… Take

a trip into the mind of one of the most prominent psychedelic musicians around, the visionary and all-around unique genius –
The Lizard King, John Frusciante. Join Frusciante on his quest to break the confines of reality and take you on a sonic adventure
through dimensions that you might not have experienced, but have heard rumours of. A journey of imagination through a sonic
dreamworld. The Okapi features a striking golden colour scheme that is as bold as the stylised artwork that adorns the centre of
this enormous CD. This is truely the most unique concept to come from the new generation of artists. Unlike most other artists
who strive to establish a personal style, the Otapi has taken an approach that is diametrically different. His unique vision is seen
in a collection of tracks that are at once strange, minimal, psychedelic, cinematic and cinematic at the same time. ‘The Okapi’ is

an album of exploration and experiment, bringing together the best elements of his very diverse musical background. It is an
album 82157476af
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